Institute Celebrates
Colorfully

Nations,

Nationalities

and

peoples’

Day

Leather Industry Development Institute (LIDI) workers and students celebrated
the 8th Nations, Nationalities and Peoples’ Day colorfully in different activities
on December 20, 2013 in the the institute hall. The day was celebrated with
the motto “ Our constitution for our renaissance ”.
Wondu Legesse Leather Industry Development Institute (LIDI) General
Director, on his opening speech said, nations, nationalities and peoples’ day
of Ethiopia is gained through a great struggle and ups and downs. Thus,
celebrating it in this manner will enable us to see the beauty among
ourselves. Our beauty brings unity and our unity creates strength. He added,
this was a day on which the FDRE constitution that established the Federal
system and brought all Ethiopians to power was endorsed.
He also added his remarkable speech, we celebrate Nation, Nationality and
peoples’ Day with a commitment to free the country from poverty and
backwardness and implement the five year Grand Transformation Plan there
by realizing among with LIDI part.
Berhanu Serjabo, Corporate communication Directorate Director said on his
part, the students and workers of the Institute celebrating the day with view
to further promoting tolerance, peaceful co-existence, cultural exchange and
unity thereby contributing to the national efforts towards alleviating poverty.
Furthermore, he said that, the importance of cultural interactions in the
country and its linkage to the "unity in diversity" that the Ethiopian people are
always aspired to build.
During the celebration, the Institute students wear cultural clothes and show
their traditional folks and dances for Institute staffs.
LIDI workers and students conduct enjoyable celebration. It is noted that
cultural music add brightness to the celebration of the day.
In related news, the Institute organized a presentation aimed at enhancing
the level of awareness of the staffs community on the title “secularism in
Ethiopia”, in the morning session.
The presentation which was
presented by Wondmu kumera, Human
Resource and Management Directorate Director, briefed that the nature and
concept of secularism in the context of FDRE constitution.

